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Fever word meaning in urdu

Idioms Dictionary Quoting Common Words The meaning of fever in Urdu ب서راخ س 서 ب서عت قل , 서راخ ز 서 راخب دد ,  서ا ا Fever in Urdu. More meanings of fever, it's definitions, example sentences, related words, idioms and quotations. ب서راخ س 서 قل ب서عت 서راخ ز 서 راخب Please find 3 Definitions of ا ا서 د 
English and 1 Urdu associated with the word Feverish. (satellite adjectives) : experiencing or getting fever (satellite adjectives) : characterized by agitation or intense ںيم  emotions (adjectives) : or associated with or characterized by feverقณ買ฐ To understand how you translate the word Fever in Urdu,
you can take help from words closely related to Fever or it's Urdu translation. Some of these words can also be considered synonymous with fever. If you want more details, you may also consider checking all definitions of the word Feverish. If there is a match, we also include the idiom &amp;amp;
quotations that use this word or its translation therein or use any of the related words in the English translation or Urdu. This phrase or quotation can also be taken as a literary example of how to use Fever in a sentence. If you have trouble reading in Urdu we have also given you these meanings in
Roman Urdu. We have tried our best level to give you as much detail as possible on how to say Fever in Urdu so you can understand the correct English to Urdu translation. We encourage everyone to contribute in adding more meaning to the MeaningIn Dictionary by adding English to urdu translations,
Urdu transliterations to Roman Urdu and Urdu to English translations. This will improve the English translation to urdu dictionary, Urdu to English, English to Urdu Idioms and Urdu to English Idiom translation. Although we have added all meanings of Fever very carefully but there may be human error in
translation. So if you are having problems in our translation service, please feel free to fix them on the spot. All you have to do is click here and submit your correction. The meaning of fever is the definition of fever? The definition of fever experiencing or being affected by a fever characterized by an
agitation or intense emotions or ںيم  related to or characterized by feverقณฐ Synonym of word fever is febrile ♥ English to Urdu Meaning : Word Pronounce: Store Favourite: Fever - راخب Have - I have a fever with similar and opposite words. Also found oral pronunciation I had a fever in Urdu and in the
language Tags for the entry I fever What do I mean fever in Urdu, I have the meaning of fever in Urdu, I have the definition of fever, examples and pronunciation of my fever in Language. Android App iPhone App Your Favorite Words Your Search History English to Urdu Meaning : Word Pronounce:
Favorite Store: Fever - راخب Slight - ل서ا اOther Refferences : English to Urdu Dictionary: a little fever Meaning and definition of a little fever, translation in Urdu for a little fever with the same words and opposite. Also found a slightly feverish oral pronunciation in Urdu and in English. Tags for the entry of a
little fever What is the meaning of a small fever in Urdu, a little meaning of fever in Urdu, a little definition of fever, examples and pronunciation of a little fever in Urdu. Android App Your Favorite Words iPhone App Your Search History I had a very high fever Baby down with Fever fever has not gone down.
Febricity Febrility Pyrexia Advertisement Fevery Feverish Feverishly Advertisement Body Organic Structure Physical Structure : م Jisim : the entire structure of the organism (animal, plant, or human). He felt as if his whole body was on fireSing Oft Often Ofttimes : اณฐ As is often the caseInfection : الاو نل 
رم 서 Lagny Wala Marz : pathological state resulting from the invasion of the body by pathogenic microorganisms. Then I got an infectionBangkit : انب  Barhna : growth of strength or amount or importance. Temperature : یدرس ای  یمر   서 جرد Garmi Ya Sardi Ka Darja : the level of heat or cold of the body or ا 

environment (according to its molecular activity). The meaning of Fever in English to Urdu ت서, as written in Urdu and Tap, as written in Roman Urdu. There are many synonyms of fever which include Delirium, Ecstasy, Excitement, Fermentation, Fervor, Fire, Flush, Frenzy, Heat, Intensity, Arousal,
Restlessness, Turmoil, Riot, Pyrexia, Burning, Fever Disease, Running Temperature, etc. n. The state of the system is sick, characterized by increased heat, acceleration of pulse, and general derangement of functions, including usually, thirst and loss of appetite. Many diseases, in which fever is the most
prominent symptom, are denominated fevers. Excessive excitement of arousal as a consequence of strong emotions; great condition excitement.transitive v. To put in a fever; to affect with fever. Noun Form How to Spell Fever [fee-ver] Origin of Ancient English Fever fēfor, from latin febris; strengthened in
Middle English by Old French fievre, also from febris. Fever Urdu Meaning – Discover the true meaning of fever in Urdu, it is important to understand the word correctly when we translate it from English to Urdu. There are always several meanings of each word in Urdu, the true meaning of fever in Urdu is
서, and in romance we write it Tap. Other meanings are Hejaan, Josh, Ubaal, Bhukhaar, Tap and Bhukhaar Aana. Fever is a noun according to parts of the speech. It finds its origins in Old English fēfor, Latin fever; strengthened in Middle English by Old French fievre, also from febris. There are alsoت
some some Words for Fever in our dictionary, i.e. Delirium, Ecstasy, Excitement, Fermentation, Fervor, Fire, Flush, Frenzied, Hot, Intensity, Arousal, Restlessness, Turmoil, Riot, Pyrexia, Burning, Fever And Running Temperature. Apart from similar words, there are always opposite words in the dictionary
as well, the opposite words for Fever are Apathy, Calm, Calm, Cold, Cold, Satisfied, Coolness, Coolness, Coolness, Boredom, Freezing, Frigidity, Lethargy and Peace. Fever is spelled as [fee-ver]. After English to Urdu Fever translation, if you have problems in pronunciation than you can hear the audio
of it in the online dictionary. Page 2 The meaning of Aahan in English to Urdu 서 تی� as written in Urdu and Aahang. Sur. Geet, as written in Roman Urdu. Accurate Translation of Aahan, Synonyms and Antonyms. 서 ,ن � ر  تی .Aahang. Sur. Geet, what's going on? Aahang, what's going on? Sur ن � ر � 
Geet, what's going on? 서 تی� Aahan Urdu Meaning - Discover the true meaning of Aahan in Urdu, it is important to understand the word correctly when we translate it from English to Urdu. There are always several meanings of each word in Urdu, the true meaning of Aahan in Urdu is 서 ن � ر  تی� ,ن � ر 
and in romance we write it Aahang. Sur. Geet.. Another meaning is Aahang. Sur. Geet.. After the English to Urdu translation of Aahan, If you have problems in pronunciation than you can hear the audio of it in the online dictionary. Idioms Dictionary Quoting Common Words Shivering and the meaning of
fever in Urdu راخب روا  یر  یدرس ل   Chills and fever in Urdu. More meaning than shivering and fever, it's definitions, example sentences, related words, idioms and quotations. راخب روا  یر  یدرس ل   Please find 1 English language and definitions related to the word Chills and fever. (noun) : successive stages
of chills and fevers that are symptoms of malaria Next to Shivering and FeverChilly Previously for Chills and FeverChilling The meaning of the word Shivering and Fever in Urdu is . To understand how you translate the word Shivering and Fever in Urdu, you can take relief from words closely related to
Shivering and Fever or that Urdu translation. Some of these words can also be considered chills and fever synonyms. If you want more details, you may also consider checking all definitions of the word Chills and Fever. If there is a match, we also include the idiom &amp;amp; quotations that use this
word or its translation therein or use any of the related words in the English translation or Urdu. This phrase or quotation can also be taken as a literary example of how to use Chills and fever in a sentence. If you have trouble reading in Urdu we have also given you these meanings in Roman Urdu. We
have tried our best level to give you as much detail as possible how to say Cold and fever in Urdu so you can understand the correct English to Urdu translation. We encourage everyone to contribute in adding more meaning to the MeaningIn Dictionary by adding English to urdu, Urdu to Roman Urdu and
Urdu transliterations to Translation. This will improve the English translation to urdu dictionary, Urdu to English, English to Urdu Idioms and Urdu to English Idiom translation. Although we have added all the meanings of Shivering and fever with great care but there may be human error in translation. So if
you are having problems in our translation service, please feel free to fix them on the spot. All you have to do is click here and submit your correction. راخب روا  یر  یدرس ل  Whats definition of chills and fever? The definition of chills and fever is a successive stage of chills and fever that is a symptom of ♥ ♥
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